Activism, Resistances and Alliances
The 5th Nordic Transgender Studies Network Conference

Monday 24.9.

17.00 – ca. 18.30 Filmscreening at Cinema “Arena” (in Bibliotekshuset, Västra Torggatan 26)
*Vem ska knulla pappa?* (Swedish OV, English subtitles, Sweden 2017, 65 min)
An anarchist, trans radical approach to identity formations, feminism, BDSM, pornography, living, dying and sexual and gendered becomings in the here and now and the afterlife!

We are happy to welcome filmmaker Lasse Långström and actor Valeria Bergmontt aka Butcharnas Butch for a discussion of the film afterwards!

19.00 Dinner at Nonna Grassa, Västra Torggatan 16.

Tuesday 25.9.
Room 1D327 (Main building)

9.30 – 09.45 Welcome to the conference
09:45 – 11.30 Keynote, Julian Honkasalo

11.30 – 13.00 Lunch and fika

13.00 – 14.30 Panel 1
- Erika Alm: I can’t believe we are still protesting this shit: Trans and intersex activism as relating to the Swedish gender recognition act (1972:119)
- Josephine M.A. Pagani: Trans-specific healthcare in Denmark
- Henrik Berglund: “I am not a hijra” - Trans rights in India

14.30 – 15.00 Fika

15.00 – 16.45 Panel 2
- Yv Nay: Activism in Discomfort – Decolonising Trans* Politics?
- Sade Kondelin: To Choose Between Water and Air: The Erasure of Sámi Trans Bodies
- Anthony Wagner: Stitching Things Together – practical activism and research into subversive design through binder workshops and tailoring
- Irina Schmitt: When going to school is activism, every day
18.00 Dinner

Wednesday 26.9.
Minerva (House 12)

09.30 – 11.00 Panel 3 (with coffee at 9.30!)

- Francis Seeck: Trans/forming Activism?! A queer ethnographic approach towards practices of care within trans activism
- Luca Tainio: Radical vulnerability and the unruly trans-anarchist bodies
- Lukas Romson: Master Suppression Techniques - How Do They Affect Trans People and Trans Movement?

11.00-11.15 Fika

11.15 – 13.00 Mini-presentations

- Kaarna Tuomenvirta: ‘Magical moments’ for trans characters: Transgender turning points in Finnish young adult literature
- Ree Melanen: Wounding Performative Utterances – The Effects of Gendered Language on Nonbinary Individuals
- Wibke Straube: Trans Bodies in Nature. Visual Representation of Harming Ecologies
- Andria Forshage: Rekindling the Active of Activism. Trans Negativity and Double Affirmation
- france hartline: Legal recognition and messy trans experiences
- Iwo Nord: Routes to Gender-Affirming Surgery: Navigation and Negotiation in Times of Biomedicalization

Ca. 13.00 – 14.00 Lunch

14.00 – 15.00 Network talk (website, future conferences, etc)

15.00 – Post-conference mingle and fika at the Centre for Gender Studies